
How We’ve Massively Succeeded
At Spotlighting Restaurants
Calling all restaurants! Real time stat! Our top restaurant
video this year received 126,000+ views and reached more than
1 million people!!! Now, we want to help you get these results
for YOUR restaurant!

If you’re like most business owners, your biggest problem is
trying to keep up with the changing trends of marketing. How
can keep up with social media? With the internet? How can you
effectively reach customers to keep them walking through your
door?

We’ve solved this problem for you. One day, we launched a
video spotlight of a local restaurant – and that video reached
hundreds of thousands of people! We were amazed!

Our videos are helping dozens of area restaurants flood their
doors. We make the process quick and easy, and convenient for
you. We have a 100% satisfaction and success rate, delivering
clients a full return on their investment. (Every client has
been overwhelmed, and sometimes even unprepared, by the huge
response!!!)

Other  marketing  platforms  are  reducing  in  numbers  and
engagement drastically by the day. We are growing, engaging,
interactive, and provide proven real results (at lower prices
than any other platform!) 

HOW IT WORKS:
New Bedford Guide offers quality, effective video spotlights
at  low  prices!  We  showcase  your  food,  drink,  venue,  and
entertainment – and we guarantee BIGGER RESULTS than any other
advertising platform!

We make filming quick and easy with our streamlined process.
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New Bedford Guide visits your restaurant once per month and
films THREE high quality videos.

You receive all three videos as downloads to own and use as
you wish! (Huge value!) We post one video to the New Bedford
Guide Facebook page, Twitter page, and Instagram page, as well
as YouTube. We can also upload all three to your FB page to
make your marketing job even easier.

This  makes  your  restaurant  more  readily  found  in  Google
searches!!! Your website and Facebook will also be included in
all postings which also helps you to grow YOUR following!

We don’t require a contract…so you have no reason NOT to try
it! Don’t Miss Out! Limited availability!!! In order to keep
our content varied, we must limit the number of restaurants
allowed. Space is filling up!

Open to trying this? Contact us at info@newbedfordguide.com.

Fast Facts:

#1  social  media  presence  in  Southeastern,  MA  and
growing!!!
Facebook page has 80,000+ followers!
Reaching 1.5 – 2 million people every single week!!!
We offer lower prices and better results than any other
marketing platform!
Rank higher in Google searches
No contracts, no commitments! We show you results!
We also operate Fall River Guide, Dartmouth Guide, Tri-
Town Guide, Fairhaven Guide, and the Horseneck Beach
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